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The ULTRA RED Threat Exposure Management Platform is a unified SaaS solution that automates the 
discovery and cyber management of your organization’s enterprise attack surface. Unlike many EASM 
solutions, ULTRA RED continually delivers prioritized and verified vulnerabilities that can be actioned 
without the need for further investigation, dramatically improving exposure detection and response 
rates.  Supporting intelligence, POCs and remediation guidance for each vector facilitate a smooth 
handover to remediation teams.  
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The external attack surface has become a fertile hunting ground for cyber criminals and nation states. Today a 

third of all breaches are the result of external attack surface compromise, making attack surface defense a top 

priority for many organizations.  

In response, the number of External Attack Surface Management (EASM) solutions has grown in recent years, 

giving choice to organizations looking for additional capabilities to help in the fight. Early adopters, however, are 

finding that their EASM solutions generate too much noise, requiring significant resource from their security 

teams to prioritize findings, verify vectors and investigate remediation scenarios. 

Gartner’s Continuous Threat and Exposure Management (CTEM) framework is seen by many as the next 

generation of attack surface management. While it covers EASM, it goes further to include continuous 

vulnerability detection and validation along with prioritization, mobilization, and remediation, to create a 

standardized approach to tackle the real threats to organizations based on their unique environments.    

In this guide we will highlight 5 areas which we believe should be included in any evaluation of attack surface 

management solutions, outlining the reasons why and briefly explaining how ULTRA RED addresses each 

requirement. The 5 areas are: 

1. Automated Asset Discovery and Mapping 

2. Vulnerability Detection, Validation, and Prioritization 

3. Vector Documentation and Remediation guidance 

4. Consistent and Continuous Processes 

5. Expert Support 
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Attack surface defense starts with visibility. After all, you can’t protect what you don’t know about. However, 

manually maintaining an asset register of Internet facing assets and services is impractical if not impossible for 

most organizations. Asset audits are resource intensive and time consuming to conduct and the result is a point 

in time snapshot that is both incomplete and obsolete as soon as it is created.  

Blind spots resulting from shadow IT deployments, cloud adoption and mergers and acquisitions can result in a 

large pool of organization-owned assets that are unknown to security teams. These unknown assets quickly 

become the soft underbelly of the attack surface, harboring vulnerabilities that would normally be identified and 

remediated.  

In as little as 3 clicks, ULTRA RED automatically discovers hosts, domains and IP addresses which are within the 

organization's scope, including assets created by shadow IT activities and cloud deployments. Utilizing recursive 

techniques and proprietary technology to check and re-check validity, ULTRA RED creates an asset register with 

an extremely low false positive rate. ULTRA RED's asset discovery is a continual process, uncovering new assets 

and services as they are introduced to ensure you aways have an up-to-date view of your attack surface.   

The ULTRA RED Advantage:   

Eliminate manual effort | Uncover unknown assets | Always up-to-date system of record  

The average external attack surface contains a range of assets and services with vulnerabilities of varying 

severity, and it is impractical to address them all. While zero-day vulnerabilities are a threat to be considered, 

most breaches are the result of exploiting known vulnerabilities that organizations could have remediated.  In 

fact, malicious actors focus their efforts on recently announced vulnerabilities, scanning the Internet for 

vulnerable systems to exploit.  

Manual efforts, either in-house or through bug-bounty programs are resource intensive activities that often 

serve up a disproportionate number of low and mid-severity vulnerabilities. The real challenge is to identify and 

focus on those vulnerabilities that represent the greatest risk to the organization. This can best be done using 

automated methods against a complete asset register.  

Relying on CVSS scores and other external indicators to prioritize vulnerabilities has its limitations because every 

attack surface is different. Some high-risk vulnerabilities will have mitigating controls in place and others may 

not have the required pre-requisites for successful exploitation.  

ULTRA RED continuously scans assets in the Asset Inventory to detect new vulnerabilities and weaknesses. It not 

only identifies known public vulnerabilities but also cross references assets against a wide range of proprietary 
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scanning findings and documented Dark Net references. All detected weaknesses are validated without impacting 

the scanned system and its security infrastructure and controls, ensuring production system continuity.  

ULTRA RED’s vector scoring is based on a combination of the CVSS severity and exploitability. For example, a high-

risk CVE may not be considered a vector as there are mitigating controls that prevent it from being exploited. A 

vector with a high CVSS score may have a lower Ultra Red score if the weakness exists but cannot be exploited 

due to missing prerequisites. In both cases, continual monitoring will update their status and priority if the 

situation changes. 

Asset risks are categorized into logical groupings such as VPNs, development environments, admin & sensitive 

information. This helps managers and teams understand the potential impact of affected assets to further assist 

with prioritization.  

The ULTRA RED Advantage:  

Focus on vectors that present a real-world risk | Vectors are “ready to remediate” | Discontinue bug-bounty 

programs 

Good documentation is necessary to enable collaboration across cyber teams and to deliver on the benefits of 

SecOps. There is often no standardized practice across the cyber teams, with each team member using their 

preferred open-source tools and approaches to identify and validate vulnerabilities. With inadequate 

documentation, issues can arise when trying to reproduce and validate findings of other team members. This is 

also the case with documentation produced to assist in the remediation process. Inconsistent supporting 

documentation and guidance can greatly impact remediation and resolution times.   

ULTRA REDs focus is to deliver prioritized and verified vectors with a standard set of supporting intelligence. Each 

identified vector is accompanied by impacts, external references, an actionable remediation list with required 

steps, and POCs for leveraging the weakness. Armed with this information, cyber teams can affect a smooth and 

consistent handover to remediation teams, thereby improving remediation predictability and lowering mean time 

to resolution (MTTR).  

The ULTRA RED Advantage:   

Improved collaboration across cyber teams | Enhanced SecOps performance | Reduced MTTR.  

Threat and exposure management is not a one and done activity. Assets that are secure today could have 

exploitable vulnerabilities tomorrow. Constant vigilance is required by cyber teams to detect those weakness 
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before malicious actors do. In the considerations above we’ve highlighted consistency as a major factor in 

improving performance. This also applies to the attack surface management process itself. Standardization can 

provide a repeatable process to reduce the duplication of effort and improve productivity and overall results.  

ULTRA RED is a single unified solution that addresses all phases of Gartner’s Continuous Threat and Exposure 

Management framework (CTEM), providing a standardized and repeatable process that supports the full 

discovery-to-remediation lifecycle.  ULTRA RED customers see an ongoing reduction in the number of high-

severity vulnerabilities and in the number of different CVEs in their attack surface. Cyber teams find that senior 

members' time can be freed up to focus on difficult investigations while the productivity of more junior members 

is greatly improved.  

The ULTRA RED Advantage:  

Continuous reduction in high-severity vulnerabilities | Continuous reduction in the number of different CVEs | 

Increased staff productivity 

Cyber Security is complex, and while automated solutions can do a lot of the heavy lifting, there are times when 

cyber teams need access to experts who can assist them in understanding and remediating new or less familiar 

vulnerabilities.  

At ULTRA RED we believe in creating a sustainable advantage for our customers and through this approach we 

turn customers into partners. Our cyber experts are on hand to assist customers not only in the use of our 

platform, but in addressing the more challenging vulnerabilities and improving their attack surface management 

skills over time.  

The ULTRA RED Advantage: 

Cyber experts with deep understanding of malicious actor Tactics, Techniques and Procedures (TTPs) | Help in 

understanding and remediating new or lesser-known vectors | ULTRA RED’s Industry leading repository of Dark 

Net and open-source intelligence can provide additional context for vectors 

At ULTRA RED, we believe that our ruthless focus on delivering verified and validated vectors is a game changer 

for the customers we serve. Platform evaluation is straight forward as it is a fully SaaS solution with no agents to 

deploy. If you are interested in understanding more about how ULTRA RED can empower your cyber teams or 

taking the platform for a test drive, visit www.ultrared.ai and click on "Request a Demo".  


